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What I do 
 
I am responsible for covering all events at the ASLC, including films, meetings, 
gaming events and building events. 
 
My Process 
 
I usually create content calendars for full schedules at a time, meaning I create about 
a month and a half of posts at a time. 
 
Creating posts two weeks or even a month at time and scheduling them is a good 
idea. 
 + For scheduling, we use the Facebook post scheduler found directly on the 
 page and TweetDeck for Twitter (Hootsuite is also great, but not my 
 personal preference)  
 + Instagram currently doesn’t have any kind of scheduler  
 
I usually schedule daily or weekly. 
 
What goes into my content calendars? 
 
I post as much as is necessary to promote everything that needs to be promoted 
daily. The way I schedule is leaving an hour at least in between each post on Twitter 
and at least 4 or 5 hours between my Instagram posts.  
 
From what I’ve learned, having your first post of the day around the 10:30A/11A 
timeframe is the best way to begin for FSU students. For each page, including yours, 
you have to find when YOUR users are most active and when your posts tend to do 
the best. 
 
Instagram does well in the mornings as well (10:30A/11A) and late afternoon (4P-
5P ish) 
 
Content is King (and Queen and President and Dictator) 
 
The biggest rule I follow (and usually my biggest tip to people is to WATCH YOUR 
EXCLAMATION POINTS. 
 
Finding your voice is also a huge part of this part. For the ASLC, especially the 
Twitter, the voice we selected is one that is confident and punchy, but respectful and 
clean in tone.  We also really like puns. Yours could be feisty or grandmotherly or 



innovative and inspiring, maybe you love AP stylebook (@ the Oxford Comma), or 
maybe you hate it. Maybe your voice is that of a friend offering a hand, or an 
intelligent doctor telling you about the flu – it’s all up to you and what YOU are 
trying to achieve.  
 
Whenever one is selected though, you really shouldn’t deviate from it. Content is the 
ruler, but CONSISTENCY is the right hand man.  
 
Another pro tip, be authentic. Be real. Don’t be salesman-y; don’t try to make sales. 
Instead of driving sales, drive engagement, brand recognition or positive brand 
association. (Por que no los tres?) 
 
How do I feel about hashtags? Use them sparingly. One or two per post AT THE 
MOST. Especially on Twitter. On Instagram, you can get away with doing a lot more 
(which in turn could help you out) but only if you do the trick where you comment 
your hashtags and it collapses them. 
 + To do that, you create a note on your phone with 4 or 5 lines that just have 
 one single “.” in them, then you do your hashtags in a big paragraph. Copy 
 that and comment it on your post to avoid people seeing all your messy 
 hashtags. 
 
Specifics: How I do Twitter 
 
Twitter is my favorite platform by a landslide. It’s both an art and a science to 
accurately say something in 140 characters. It’s also much easier to build a brand 
voice on Twitter. 
 
On Twitter, visuals are wonderful. Gifs are stellar, designed graphics are great, 
images, links – all will enhance your content and will likely increase engagement at 
least a little. 
 
Using both copy and other elements (listed above) is something I do for the ASLC 
(and all other accounts I’ve worked on) frequently. Having that little something 
extra makes a difference and can go a long way. The ASLC uses designed graphics 
more so than anything else and uses gifs whenever possible. We really like using gifs 
because it’s easy to get people to think it’s funny enough to retweet and share. 
 
Twitter is also a great platform because everything you post is shareable. 
 
My personal Twitter process is to start with something punchy (a pun, a joke, a fun 
fact, anything to attract attention to the Tweet in question) and THEN deliver the 
information. Think of each Tweet as an opportunity to get people to your site, but 
also as an opportunity to make an impression. 
 
 
 



Specifics: How I do Instagram 
 
Instagram is a difficult beast to explain. Unlike Twitter, Instagram doesn’t allow 
shares, so getting people to see your Instagram that didn’t deliberately choose to be 
there can be a challenge. Hashtags will help you here but having a good feed with a 
strong aesthetic is the most important thing I can say. 
 
For the ASLC, we try to do a balance of designed graphics, Boomerang posts (those 
looping gifs you can create with an app) and original content (photos of events, 
pictures of SLC visitors, etc.). We try to post Boomerangs once or twice a week at the 
most, but once a week is a good goal for us. Your brand might need something 
different (maybe more maybe less).  
 
On Instagram having a consistent voice is important, but having a consistent 
aesthetic is what really matters most. Taking pictures using the same background or 
framing, taking pictures featuring the same main colors, or even using the same 
filter when editing your photos can go a long way. That’s not to say that keeping 
your voice the same across all channels isn’t important though. 
 
Specifics: How I do Facebook 
 
Facebook is not as complex as the other two platforms. Generally, you can get away 
with a lot less on Facebook because people go there for information above all else. 
You can think of Facebook as the necessary platform.  
 
At the ASLC, we have a different social media coordinator, who runs Facebook, but 
her and I work together to be sure to establish that ever-important consistency in 
voice. But for us, the Facebook is like the first responder. That’s the first social 
media platform people search for so it should be the strongest. 
 
The other two are unnecessary but so great to have because they extend your brand 
across several channels and allow you to kind of highlight different things on each 
one. 
 
On Facebook, keeping the voice consistent is important, but making posts is more 
about sharing information than anything else. Carousel posts (using several images) 
is always a good idea and sharing links can prove to be very useful. Your voice can 
kind of take on a more informational role, but your content definitely needs to 
match. Especially when it comes to those additional elements. 
 


